
Operate your real estate business from a cloud-based phone system. TeamPhone™ is  

the real estate industry’s first automated phone solution that generates home buyer leads 

at the curb, while intelligently routing inbound calls and leads to your team members.

powered by 

Generates Leads. Routes Calls.



VOICEMAIL & FAX DELIVERY. Listen to voicemails and view faxes no matter where you are. 
They are both sent to your email address and can be viewed or listened to from any smart 
phone.

LOCAL PHONE NUMBER. If your team already has an existing phone number, you can easily 
port it to VoicePad or we can get you a custom local number. You can also take your 
TeamPhone number with you when you go, wherever you land. There are NO PER-MINUTE 
PHONE CHARGES or per-use text charges.

IDX PROPERTY INFO by Touch-Tone, Text or GPS Mobile. Generate high-quality local leads. 
Consumers call your TeamPhone™ number, listen to an updated audio property presentation 
and can then immediately transfer to an agent. Or TeamPhone can send buyers a link via text 
to view the property’s mobile landing page and access the entire MLS from your mobile site. 
All inquiries are sent to you immediately and can be tracked on an online Lead Manager.

100% AUTOMATED, Bilingual Property Presentations. VoicePad automatically creates audio 
property “recordings” from your listing data in both English & Spanish. You never have to  
record anything...unless you want to!

LEAD ROUTING Options. Whether a home buyer calls, texts or surfs the mobile web, VoicePad 
immediately sends you the Caller ID (and name, where available). VoicePad routes these leads to 
team members by round-robin rotation, by property, by agent, by zip code... you determine it!

CALL ROUTING w/ Simultaneous Ring. When a home buyer wants to speak to your team, 
VoicePad rings multiple phone numbers at one time to ensure these valuable calls get 
answered!

Dial-by-Name TEAM DIRECTORY & Customizable Phone Tree Options. Customize your team’s 
greeting and phone tree options; direct callers to team members; provide property information; 
and deliver a branded mortgage calculator. VoicePad also structures an after hours concierge 
solution, so your buyers are always connected to you... even while you’re sleeping!

GPS MOBILE SITE. Home buyers with smart phones get IDX property info; search using GPS 
and updated maps; request info from you; mark properties as favorites...and more! Each 
residential property features our industry-first narrated virtual tour (in English & Spanish) that 
streams effortlessly on any mobile browser.


